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I - General 

 

“Youth, Culture and Institutions” is a training opportunity for young people from Italy, Europe and 

elsewhere who aim to develop professional, managerial and organizational skills at a high level in 

the sectors of culture, communications, business, public administration and research. 

The three Study Days include the presentation of papers by selected young scholars and lectures by 

experts. This will enhance research or practices already in place in the areas indicated and stimulate 

innovation in research and  praxis.. 

They are particularly aimed at students / scholars / professionals in the field of communication, 

school and extracurricular training, media theory, information sociology, culture, but also all those 

fields, from administration to all sectors of the linguistics, from the right to historiography, which 

are involved in the vast process of transformation triggered by the new media and in general by the 

increasingly complex relationship between knowledge, technique, technology and promotion / 

fruition of culture. 

The invitation to participate as a speaker is made to students of 1st or 2nd cycle degree courses, 

doctoral students, post-doctoral researchers but also to young professionals who are no older than 

35. 



The aim is to enable meetings between students, young scholars and professionals coming from 

different fields of specialization who are interested in acquiring, as a qualifying element of their 

professional training, an understanding of the complex movement of culture, which can integrate 

and strengthen their specialist and technical capacities. 

The theme is articulated according to a scheme that intertwines data and concepts, processes and 

cultures in order to stimulate maximum critical reflection and transdisciplinarity. 

 

Scientific Board: 

Prof. Gabriella Valera (iSDC) 

Prof. Lorenza Rega (Università di Trieste) 

Prof. Ana Cecilia Prenz (Università di Trieste) 

Dr. Gabriele Qualizza (Università di Trieste) 

 

II 

Call for Papers / Schema di programma
1
 

 

INTRODUCTION - HISTORICAL-CULTURAL EXCURSUS  

 

In May 1843 Heinrich Heine wrote on the occasion of the opening of a new railway line from Paris 

to Orleans and Rouen: "we realize that our whole existence is driven on new and accelerated 

tracks". "The railways are such a providential event that gives humanity a new turn [...]; a new 

segment of universal history begins [...]. Even the elementary concepts of Time and Space falter. 

With railways, space is eliminated and only time remains. " (in Heines Werke in 10 Bänden, Hrsg. 

Oskar Walzel, Leipzig 1910, 6, 291ss.). 

The system of exchanges (of people, materials and news) has developed by leaps, according to the 

rhythm of technical innovations. The continuous line represented by historical-philosophical 

thought is replaced by a scan of events and intervals. As the data storage and transmission systems 

are improved and further developed, the way of imagining time changes: the attention turns beyond 

the threshold of perception of historiographical time, to the infinitely short and to a infinite length. 

The technique has added to the means of transport Media that simultaneously affect space and time. 

In the patent for an electric telescope by Paul Nypkow (1884) we read that it has the purpose of 

"making an object in a place A visible in a place B". Harold Innis indicates in this contraction of 

space-time the ultimate reason for the Power of Communication. The Empires, he writes, are based 

primarily on the geographical control of large distances through the use of exchange technologies 

(Roads and rails); Tradition, on the other hand, is based on the control of reasonable time 

segments. Power comes from the double control of time and space. 

                                                           
1
 Il programma viene perfezionato in base alle proposte di relazione presentate dai relatori e selezionate dal comitato 

scientifico.   



The consideration of communication technologies is part of a cultural history of power. The way in 

which human perception is organized - the Medium in which it occurs - is conditioned by nature 

and history, is, in other words, culture. This, says Wolfgang Erst in his small critical history of 

communication technologies (a "Medienarchäologie der Historie)" is at the same time the agency 

and object of the techniques (and technologies) of "transfers". The cultural history of the technical 

infrastructures of transfer operations is itself part of this technique (Wolfgang Ernst, Signale aus der 

Vergangenheit. Eine kleine Geschichtskritik, Wilhelm Fink Verlag, München, 2013 pp.35 ss.) 

This historical-cultural and theoretical preamble should not upset those who work with the media or 

approach them with a critical eye. On the contrary, it opens up a series of areas of debate on which 

we are called to intervene during these study days dedicated to the "media" in a broad and critical 

sense. 

RECOMMENDED AREAS OF INTERVENTION AND PROGRAM TRACK 
 
NB: these areas can be replaced by other proposals from the candidates. These are very 
broad areas that will be specified according to the research interests and 
specializations of each speaker. 
 
 

1) Media 

What do we say when we talk about "media", variously referring to the term and particularly when 

we talk about "social" media? The "media" can be thought of as the (technical) infrastructures of 

communication and exchange: in a very broad sense that specializes in precise areas, delimited 

places. Even the "places" communicate, they have their own linguistic, spatial, and visual 

“rhetoric”, they "mediate" and promote "transfer". 

2)  Immediate, Mediated, Mediatized 

The languages of communication and mediation in the broad media arena can become "media-

oriented" languages, apparently thin, but absolutely rich. In these languages space-time reduction 

(geographical control of vast spaces / control of sustainable segments of time) is more stringent yet 

less perceived; rather it is reported to the immediacy of the message and its use. The media 

languages are "social", an instrument of radicalization in the anxiety of confirmation of ideas and 

aesthetic, ethical, political, religious judgments ... 

3) “Transfer” 

The notion of "transfer" inherently relates to the unfolding of the "media": the media constitute 

archives of material and immaterial entities, of know how, knowledge, memories, standardize the  

and preserve, prefiguring different durations,  also trans-forms. The "mediation",  that is the activity 

carried out by the media, is not a simple transmission of contents, sent by a broadcaster to a recipient, but, as 

Silverstone points out (Perché studiare i media?, Bologna, Il Mulino, 2002 , first edition 1999 ) "is a 

movement of meaning from one text to another, from one speech to another, from one event to another", or 

even a reworking of the archives and their forms. The unfolding of the media, on the other hand, is 

entrusted with the function of openness and free access to knowledge and opinions. This tension 

concerns all places of communication starting from educational places and their rhetoric. Formal / 



informal communication, formal / informal education are as many topics of debate and critical 

reflection on the thin limit that separates mediation, transfer and media control. 

4) Techne and episteme (an old dichotomy under new problematic points of view) 

Communicate, Transfer: what? Different status of "technical" knowledge and normative 

knowledge? Insufficiency of this opposition? 

5)  Truth / post-truth / utopias  

Post-Truth (as post-modern) is an ambiguous formula: it indicates the increasingly pronounced 

criticalities in the media arena with respect to true / false determination. At a deeper level, however, 

one may ask: What is the "after" of truth? Not truth or, even, utopia? Story-telling, the endless 

stories that are crumbled in the media or that are read in history, can become, and under what 

conditions, a specific function of the relationship between past and future, a "media" elaboration in 

a new and productive sense, while remaining the temporal, spatial and action content of "data", 

"facts", "events"? 

6) Networking/Networked Institutions 

The network of the institutions can perhaps be thought of as the most complex place of mediations / 

mediatizations, constitutively marked by the many criticalities found, and indeed capable of 

illuminating their essence. 

Round Table 

POST- TRUTH – POSTMODERNITY:  

THE LANGUAGE AND VISUAL GAME OF THE NARRATIVE 

 

Open to the general public  

*** 

Speakers 

Anna Maria Lorusso (to be confirmend) - Gabriele Qualizza –Gabriella Valera – Nicoletta 

Vittadini (to be confirmed) 

 

 

 

III 

Registration 

 

Types of participation 



- Individual papers. Each speaker will have 20 minutes available for his/her presentation.  

- Panels. Candidates may propose the constitution of panels on special topics related with the 

general thema. 

Papers and panels can have a theoretical and historical-cultural focus (with the awareness that 

each theoretical move made is in reality the fruit of a particular history and cultural practice), 

or can exemplify important results in practical or research terms, with considerable impacts on 

social, cultural and economic challenges. 

 

 

- Participation in debates. The presence of participants without specific papers is admitted, as 

well as their participation in the discussions.  In this case participation is open also to those 

over the age of 35.  The participation of teachers, social workers, cultural mediators or 

professionals in the fields listed above is particularly welcome.    

 

Application procedure 

An abstract for the paper proposed should be sent by 15 Novmber (max 750 characters, 1500 if a 

bibliography is included). The proposal should indicate if multimedial support (video, power point, 

internet link) is required. 

Proposals should be made by e-mail to centrostudicultgiov@gmail.com. A commission will select 

the papers.  The abstract should indicate, as well as the title of the paper, also name, surname and 

institution (if any).  A brief CV should be attached indicating education, specialisations and 

interests (max 300 words). 

Selection 

15 candidates will be selected.  The communication of acceptance or rejection will be send on 17th  

to the e-mail address of the candidate.  The text of the paper must be sent by 25 November. 

Registration Fee 

 

- € 50 (without accommodation) which includes admission to the Centre as ordinary members up to 

31.12.2020 and Saturday Lunch. 

- € 200 accommodation in a double room  and Saturday Lunch. 

Accommodation is provided for the nights of November 29th and 30 (where necessary to allow 

participation from the first session at 2pm even on the 28th). 

- Travel expenses are not reimbursed. 

 

The meetings will start at 2pm on November 29th and end at 1pm on December 1st  

A certificate of attendance is issued for participation in all the sessions (except for any small 

exceptions to be justified). 

mailto:centrostudicultgiov@gmail.com


INFO: .centrostudicultgiov@gmail.com;  Cell.: 331 4604536 
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